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Let’s plant together

Welcome to the December 2023 edition of the Life Terra Newsletter.

Have you ever adopted a tree? Check out our website and discover more about

us!

Recent Project Activities

Life Terra lands in Lithuania: 20th country of the project!

The 20th European implementation country in Europe of the Life Terra project is

Lithuania! Recently, a planting event took place in the Baltic country involving the

young pupils of the Vitlio Licėjus school in Vilnius and with the collaboration of Myliu

Miska. Life Terra also attended the Agrifood forum, a conference based on addressing

the multifaceted di�culties besetting the agri-food ecosystem. We are looking forward

to continuing to plant in Lithuania as well as around the rest of Europe.

Find out more about Life Terra here
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5000 trees planted in Italy during the Festa dell’albero

The Festa dell’albero is a yearly campaign organised by Legambiente, Life Terra’s

Italian consortium partner. Starting from 18 November, more than 140 schools, but

also businesses, volunteers and local administrations from all over the country took

action to make a di�erence for their community, by coming together to plant trees

and take care of older trees. Much more information on the historic initiative is

available here.

Life Terra tree gifting at NSC

The National Sustainability Congress, in the Netherlands, is the longest-standing

sustainability congress in the world. On 21 November, Life Terra partnered with the

congress to gift a tree to each attendee, making them aware of our mission and

exploring future possible partnerships. Do you know congresses outside of the

Netherlands where Life Terra should be present or would you like to gift a tree to the

participants of your next event? Drop us a message at contact@lifeterra.eu.
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Euractiv Special Report: carbon removals in Europe

The EU is trying to continuously step up its game when it comes to preventing drastic

global warming - including with its management of forests. Euractiv explored the EU’s

Nature Restoration Law and Carbon Removals Certi�cation Framework in its latest

Special Report, to try and gain insight into the Union’s strategy for the protection and

restoration of the continent’s forests. You can �nd all 6 stories of the Special Report

here.
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New video: adopt a Life Terra tree

In the Blog

More trees in Argentina by indigenous families to restore degraded land

Alianza Wichi & Life Terra support the regeneration of nature in the Great South

American Chaco

Amazing tree growth in Bellprat after 2 years

CERTH's Green Initiatives Recap

Social Media
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Don't forget to follow Life Terra's social media channels to stay up to date with our

most recent stories.

Life Terra is co-�nanced by the European Commission through the LIFE Programme

(LIFE19 CCM/NL/001200).

The content of this publication represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole

responsibility. The Agency does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of

the information it contains.

Euractiv is the distributor of this newsletter and is one of Life Terra's communication partners.
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